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WG Documents

• Documents published
  – Requirements: RFC3654 (Informational)
  – Framework: RFC3764 (Informational)
  – Netlink: RFC3549 (Informational)
Documents in IESG queue

• Model document (Proposed Standard)
  – V17 released Oct 7
  – Done (AFAICS)
  – Sitting in RFC editor queue

• Protocol document (Proposed Standard)
  – V18 released Oct 30
  – Small issue with security section wording
    • AD issues go ahead + IESG concal

• MIB document (Proposed Standard)
  – Done (bottlenecked by protocol)
Documents in IESG queue
Documents Need to be completed

- Applicability statement (Informational)
  - We should get this out before SF
- TML (Proposed Standard)
  - SCTP TML in progress
  - Need to get done +/- SF
- Formal definition of controlled objects
  - We need to define a few LFBs (Informational)
    - Scope will need discussion with ADs
Whither ForCES?

• 3 core drafts hopefully published by SF
• Applicability statement
  – To be re-released soon after IETF73
• TML needed by Interop time
• Interop before Stockholm
• Some basic LFBs (Informational)
• Implementation report
• Any New Work is out of scope
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